University Commitment to GUSA Affiliations

Following recent conversations with David Duncan, Chief Operating Office & University Secretary and Euan Smith, Director of Sport, GUSA are delighted to announce a commitment from the University of Glasgow to provide the necessary resources to allow the affiliation of new clubs deemed viable by the association.

As many students will already be aware, GUSA have been unable to affiliate any new clubs since 2014 due to budget restrictions. This commitment from the university is a promising development for both the association as well as the clubs who have worked hard seeking to begin the affiliation process in these years.

GUSA Council and University of Glasgow Sport are excited by the prospect of expanding our offerings for students and would like to thank the University for their support in this matter.

Following our statement in August 2017, GUSA are also in ongoing discussions on membership fees and continue to provide feedback from our affiliated clubs on areas currently in need of additional resources.

We are delighted and encouraged by this positive step and look forward to continuing to work with the University of Glasgow on engaging as many students as possible in sport and physical activity and allowing all students to reach their sporting potential.
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